Session XCVI

Call to Order
6:04

Roll Call
Chair
Vice-Chair
Secretary
AA
COM
ConAd
EA
SUS
WAM
HD (exc)
PnP (exc)

Approval of Minutes

Motion to Approve the Minutes Secretary Mazeitis sec Chair Elliott

Reports:

- Chair- I’m not feeling very well, so I’ll keep this short, hope elections are going well. Cupcakes and Congress is coming up.

- Vice Chair- Talk to your Constituents about liaisons they want to be a part. Any student organization is eligible. They just need to tell me who and e-mail the RSO to know that they are OK with having a Congressional liaison.

- Secretary- Please be sure to talk to your members about doing their Constituent Service!

- Academic Affairs- There isn’t a lot to report. We re-saw the minors bill. It went well in committee, very few questions, we only had one member show up who wasn’t in it this week.
Communications- Cupcakes and Congress is this Tuesday from 1-4 on the South Oval. Please please please push your committees to sign up so that everyone would actually interact with their people. Also, none of our Exec members have signed up yet. Multiple shifts have no people. We are on a standstill with T-shirts… I turned in the licensing form a few weeks ago and no response. I talked to George and the form this year has some kinks and it says something about how the vendor is responsible for uploading the graphic. I e-mailed Carmen Bao to ask her. I will let you all know when I hear back from her.

Congressional Administration- We re-saw the minors survey and it went fine. Echols and Monlux both saw it. There was a plethora of scrivener’s errors that Jake had to fix. We also saw the bill to allow us to edit surveys on the floor. We tabled the Rains bill. We saw debate reform and gave it a rec of do pass. We have no future agenda items coming up.

External Affairs- Working on trying to get tabling or graphics together to push a “Get Out the Vote” effort. We are probably going to do little handouts with the date and the link to find your polling station. I know that when we were registering students we had people look out addresses and no one had anyone on campus that was a polling site. I know that the people who register in the dorms have their polling site at St. Thomas Moore. We are going to forgo trying to convince people to vote for the presidential race, we are going to work on graphics pushing the state questions, so we are going to narrow it down and focus on SQ 779 (education funding), 780 (marijuana possession), and 792 (cold beer) as these were likely the most “college-facing” questions. We are hoping to do a paper campaign at least for the week leading up. I will be following up with the poll soon. We looked into the Candidates Forum and the only people that have responded were Sean Brady and Christina Owen. We could have a forum with them, but that’s pretty much it.

Human Diversity- *read HD minutes*

Problems and Projects- *read PnP minutes*

Sustainability- We met on Friday, and we talked more about the water filtration projects around campus. I’m drafting an e-mail detailing a new gameday recycling initiative and laying out what that looks like in terms of current student organizations. Kaleigh is presenting SQ 777 to GSS tonight and then drafting up the resolution based on the results.

Ways and Means- In committee, we say Aux 4. We still have about 12 budgets that are waiting, still waiting on people to fill out the form. We saw some line item transfers, Jake, yours didn’t go through.

Special Orders
Old Business
New Business
Items to Be Considered
Follow-Up Reports
General Discussion
Adjourn
Motion to Adjourn Secretary Mazeitis sec Vice-Chair Reid

Chair: Kaylee Rains
Vice-Chair: Austin Reid
Secretary: Jake Mazeitis
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